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This is a very useful tool for cyber security professionals and normal computer users. For more information on security and
advanced scanning techniques, this program provides a wide range of interesting features and options. Multi Threaded TCP Port
Scanner Features: Scan for all available TCP ports from 0 to 65535. Select how many threads to run. Specify a timeout for the
operation. Choose what to do when a connection is detected. Scan for MAC address and port of the target. Scan for services
running. Information gathered on scanned target is saved to file. Perform a passive scan for target. Scan for the target with an

ICMP ping. Scan for the target with an HTTP scan. Scan for the target with a POST scan. Scan for the target with a SMTP scan.
Scan for the target with an SSH scan. Scan for the target with a Telnet scan. Scan for the target with a TFTP scan. Scan for the

target with an UPnP scan. Scan for the target with an SNMP scan. Scan for the target with a Web Service scan. (4.76)
HandyScanner 12-12-2016, 03:53 AM HandyScanner is a powerful network scanner. It can scan 1000 hosts in only 3 seconds. It
supports many protocol including HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, SSH, TFTP, ICS, ICMP, RIP, SMTP, LDAP, DNS, etc. It's easy to use

and easy to understand. Features: - It supports many protocols - The scanning speed is real time - It's easy to use and easy to
understand - It supports 1000 hosts scanning - It can scan more than 3000 hosts - It can scan a maximum of 5000 hosts - It's easy

to learn and easy to use - It supports multiple subnets - It supports split scanning and sub scanning - It supports scan pool
HandyScanner was developed as an easy-to-use network tool that allows you to scan for 1000 hosts with 1000 IP addresses. It
supports HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, SSH, TFTP, ICS, ICMP, RIP, SMTP, LDAP, DNS, etc. It's easy to use and easy to understand.

HandyScanner Features: It supports 1000 hosts scanning The scanning speed is real time It's easy to use and easy to
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- Timeout specifies the time to allow the program to scan the specified IP address. - LimitThreads and ThreadCount can be set
to limit the number of threads that will be used. - MAC to disassemble the data the program has to parse - ScanSpeed to scan the

IP address specified with a specified speed in seconds - ScanN to specify a new IP address to scan or specify an IP address
range - ScanInterval to specify how often the program should scan (in seconds) Multi Threaded HTTP Proxy was developed as

an easy-to-use network tool that allows you to scan any host for HTTP requests (GET, POST and PUT) and save the data as text
file. Multi Threaded HTTP Proxy allows you to scan 65535 HTTP hosts in a selected time range. You can specify how many
threads to run and the timeout. Furthermore the program will tell you the MAC address of the target and the service running.

KEYMACRO Description: - Timeout specifies the time to allow the program to scan the specified IP address. - LimitThreads
and ThreadCount can be set to limit the number of threads that will be used. - MAC to disassemble the data the program has to

parse - ScanSpeed to scan the IP address specified with a specified speed in seconds - ScanN to specify a new IP address to scan
or specify an IP address range - ScanInterval to specify how often the program should scan (in seconds) Smart Network

Launcher was developed as an easy-to-use network tool that allows you to launch your applications using the following methods:
- Launcher: launches your applications from a given folder - AppLauncher: launches your applications from a given folder with

arguments - USBLauncher: launches your applications from a given folder connected to your USB device - Auto Launcher:
launches your applications as soon as the system starts - Auto AppLauncher: launches your applications as soon as the system

starts - Kiosk Launcher: launches your applications from a given folder - Kiosk AppLauncher: launches your applications from
a given folder with arguments - USBKiosk Launcher: launches your applications from a given folder connected to your USB

device - Auto USBKiosk Launcher: launches your applications as soon as the system starts - KioskUSBKiosk Launcher:
launches your applications as soon as the system starts - Serial: launches your applications in a given serial port 1d6a3396d6
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# - Additional enhancements (can start a new scan for every port, etc.)

What's New In?

Multi Threaded TCP Port Scanner was developed as an easy-to-use network tool that allows you to scan for TCP ports. Multi
Threaded TCP Port Scanner allows you to scan 65535 TCP ports on an IP address. You can specify how many threads to run
and the timeout. Furthermore the program will tell you the MAC address of the target and the service running. Requirements:
The version of the program that you are using can be found in the file readme.txt that was included in the zip file. How to install
Multi Threaded TCP Port Scanner: 1. Drag & Drop Multi Threaded TCP Port Scanner to the Microsoft Windows Explorer and
press the OK button 2. If you press the Install button you will be asked to accept a license agreement. Please confirm with OK.
3. Start Multi Threaded TCP Port Scanner 4. Your program will run in a new window. If you close the new window please press
the 'Close' button of the main window. 5. Enter a host and port you would like to scan. 6. Click the Scan button. If your scan is
finished click the 'Start over' button. If you want to stop the scan click the 'Stop' button. 7. If you don't want to stop the scan
click the 'Continue' button. The scan will be interrupted. 8. In the main window click the 'Return to Multi Threaded TCP Port
Scanner' button to exit the program. 9. Start the main application again by double clicking Multi Threaded TCP Port Scanner in
the Microsoft Windows Explorer.
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System Requirements For Multi Threaded TCP Port Scanner:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or higher Memory: 1 GB RAM (2 GB
recommended) Graphics: Video card: DirectX 9.0c compatible, 1024 MB DirectX: Version 9.0c compatible, at least 1 GB free
on system disk Network: Broadband internet connection Additional: 60 GB available space for installation of the full version
Installation Notes: English Supports the vast
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